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Start investing in shares-Now!!!

or the other. There are so
few who do it in the best
way they can. Those are
the ones who achieve
success.

SVIMS NEWSROOM
Online Business Boot
Camp
A three-day workshop on how to
start online business was
organised with Gaurav
Gurbaxani and his team –
Pragmites Ltd. The students
came up with innovative
business ideas which were first
put through business canvas
tests and translated on to a
business webpage. Students
were also taught of how to
access a a target customer
base and use social media to
actually get going with the
business idea. . Many students
were inspired to become

LOLA man goes to the doctor and
says, "Doctor, wherever I touch, it hurts."
The doctor asks, "What do you
mean?" The man says,” When I touch my
shoulder it hurts. If I touch my knees, it
hurts- Ouch. When I touch my forehead, it
really, really hurts.”. The Doctor says,” I
know what is wrong you; you have broken
your finger

When we initially become financially independent it is quite
easy to get honey trapped into blowing away newly earned
cash for parties and shopping. But as smart women of
today we should also plan for our future and no time is
better than today. So here are few tips for all the young
women for initial investments in stock markets.
Indian stock market is viewed as an attractive investment
destination and FIIs from across the world are making huge
investment in Indian stock markets. However, many of us
do not invest in the equity just because we just don’t know
how to pick the right stocks from a vast universe of 6000
stocks. Here are few guidelines to follow while picking up
stocks.
Best is to start with eliminating the riskier companies.
Firstly one should select only from the top 100 companies
by market capitalization. Fund managers conduct extensive
quality research in equities. Relying on their research, from
selected top 100 companies we can shortlist a few that are
present in the portfolio of top equity schemes of top mutual
funds for the past one year where their percentage holding
is rising . Amongst the shortlisted scrips, select ones with
high return on net worth and low PE ratio. We will be left
with 5 to 6
good scrips. This easy technique combines
your own and fund managers’ fundamental analysis of
stocks.
If you want to refine your portfolio, technical charts can be
used to supplement your selection. These charts show
stock price movement trends. Amongst the chosen stocks
one can choose scrip’s which shows a continual rise with
maybe a few dips. We hope this will embolden you to foray

